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Hi all
I had a motorcycle in the early 80’s. It was a Suzuki TL185. It was
great fun in the bush, I spent hours on bush tracks and woodcutters
tracks. But alas we needed another car and the bike had to go.
INSIDE…….

• Ride and Social
Calendars
• Ride Reports
• A word from our
President...
• Hans’ toil of love

About 5or 6 years ago Maryanne and I were camping in Whitfield. It
was new years eve. There were a bunch of people there also, with
their motorbikes and campers and tents. They seemed to be having a
great time. We were invited to celebrate the evening with them, and the next morning
Maryanne said she wanted to join this group, they really know how to enjoy
themselves.
We eventually got our licenses and bikes but we didn’t know where this group was
from, other than it was the Ulysses Club. Rang the Secretary of the Melbourne
Branch ,and spoke to Jim, (couldn’t remember his surname) and he invited us along to
the pub night at the Tower Hotel, and that’s when our Ulysses experience started.
We both enjoy all aspects of the club the riding and the social events.

• More great tips from
Captain Underpants

Thanks to Martin
Bastock, Andrew
Kennedy and John Cook
for the photos.

The concept of the club is simple and uncomplicated, but offers so much. The big
event is the AGM. Though we haven’t been to one yet, we are looking forward to our
first. Various branches conduct rallies and odysseys at different locations all over the
country. From basic camping to the more, shall we say, up market odyssey that
Melbourne hosts each year at Mansfield. But the results are the same, people of
similar ages and interests enjoying each others company.
On a branch level, most have pub nights and coffee mornings. And there is no
pressure to attend anything , it’s there if you want it, when you want it.
We are all members of the Ulysses Club and can attend any branch in Australia or
even overseas, and you will always be made welcome.
We have attended rallies and events run by other branches and met lots of really
great people who we regard as friends and the name Ulysses unites us all.
The founders have created a club on simple concepts and even though the
organization has grown to over 26000 members NATCOM has endeavored to keep
things as they were originally conceived...
I’ve been criticized for “banging” on about the club being a
social club, others say it’s a motorcycle club. Well I think we
are all right.

Hank.
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MOUTH TO THE MOUNTAINS RIDE WITH TORRENS VALLEY BRANCH
- LESLEY MACDONALD
It all started because I want to ride across the Nullarbor but
before committing to such a ride, I wanted to be sure I could
do it – there are not a lot of bail out points past Ceduna!
I thought about going to the Penrith AGM but I didn’t want to
go by myself but the AGM website had an interesting link
about a ride from Goolwa to Jindabyne and then on to
Penrith. A phone call to Mark the organiser was most
encouraging – a very friendly Ulyssian and he even offered a
spare bed at the start and end of the ride and was able to
put me in contact with Lorrie who was riding down from
Brisbane to participate in the ride as a room mate for noncamping accommodation (I have an allergy to camping).
My first problem was rider comfort – my Aprilia scooter
(Alphonse the Aprilia) has limited seating positions and after
a lot of talk that forward foot pegs could not be fitted to the
scoot, I met a fellow Ulyssian at coffee in Elizabeth Street
one Saturday morning who was prepared to think outside the
square. Phil is a retired aircraft engineer and came up with
an option which was workable and neat – well done Phil!
My next problem was luggage – packing light and me just
don’t go together and at midnight on the day before I was to
travel saw me repacking for the third time and working out
just what I didn’t need – there was still a top box, 2 panniers,
another bag – about 20kg in all – poor Alphonse – all that
luggage plus me to carry. I have now learnt a lot and next
trip I will be even more ruthless.
I headed off on Saturday 7 March to my cousins on a
property out of Heywood in western Victoria where I had an
opportunity to catch up on some of my extended family. All
went well as I am very familiar with the roads in that part of
the world and other than it was cold, there were no hassles.
Monday saw me set off in to new territory – I spent the night
at one of the caravan parks in Robe – a very pretty place,
and then on the Tuesday I arrived at Goolwa where I met
Mark and Penny, Herman and Glenda (all Torrens Valley),
Lorrie (Sunshine Coast) and Greg (a fellow Victorian from
Westgate Wanderers). We shared a most luxurious holiday
house belonging to one of Mark’s work colleagues
overlooking the golf course and populated by some very
demanding magpies sitting on the balcony waiting to be fed.
Wednesday was the official start of the Mouth to Mountains
ride at the wharf at Goolwa where the Mayor of Wellington
Shire saw us off – there were 40+ bikes of various sorts,
mainly big tourers, many with trailers and one with a side
car. We were an impressive sight and sound as we departed
up the main street.

As you probably know, trying to keep a group like that
together is like trying to herd cats! We meandered to Murray
Bridge for our first stop and then on to Waikerie where we
just about took over the caravan park. I had a few people
come up to me that evening not happy that my scooter had
overtaken their Harleys and Beemers on the day’s travel –
but they were just so slow! (Must be the bad influence from
riding with Melbourne Branch.) The Mallee Branch arranged
an excellent BBQ dinner and it was a chance to meet with my
fellow riders who were mainly SA branch members but with
some from WA and one from Tasmania. An early start the
next day saw us heading to Mildura.
Now as I said before, my first problem was rider comfort and
by this stage I had been the longest time in the saddle ever
and was I suffering from “numbus bumus”!! A phone call
established that Mildura Motorcycles had an AirHawk seat
cushion in stock so I rode direct to Mildura to make sure I
was there before the shop closed – ah, the relief.
The ride to Mildura was wet in fits and starts – it seemed
churlish to object to rain when everywhere was just so dry
but the oncoming transports put up a curtain of water that
totally obscured vision even with the big windshield and
would have been a nightmare without it. Again a bbq tea in
the caravan park was another opportunity to catch up with
the other riders as we were accumulating people as we
travelled. The next day (Friday) saw us heading to Echuca –
an easy run with fine weather. We were meant to have a
rest day in Echuca forced on us by the accommodation
suppliers who said we had to book for a minimum of 2 nights
but some firm talking saw some of us get them to waive this
requirement so we could travel on to Wodonga on the
Saturday. This gave us the opportunity to split the long day
of 500km from Echuca to Jindabyne in to two shorter
sections. Saturday again saw some heavy rain but by this
time we were in the caravan park and were able to sit back
and watch 23mm fall in half an hour – again so desperately
needed in the area.
Another night of talk and tall stories as we shared a meal
with other riders before heading off on the last leg on the
Alpine Way from Corryong to Jindabyne on Sunday. We
waited for the others who were coming through from Echuca
in Wodonga and met up with the local branch at their
favourite coffee spot. There were two routes from Wodonga
– either the main highway or the road locally known as the
“river road”. I went the highway so I missed the one incident
on the trip – a corner with debris from the previous day’s
ride caused a BMW to get written off and its rider to get a
broken ankle.

Continue over.......
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MOUTH TO THE MOUNTAINS RIDE WITH TORRENS VALLEY BRANCH
- LESLEY MACDONALD

The ride from Corryong to Jindabyne is challenging – only
100km of twists and turns and blind corners and I was so glad
it was not the last 100km of a 500km day. We rolled in to our
fantastic accommodation at the NSW recreation centre on the
outskirts of Jindabyne as tired but happy travellers. Our dinner
that night at the restaurant gave us an opportunity for a final
chat with our fellow riders before we all headed off the next
morning, some on to Penrith for the AGM, another group on to
Canberra and return along the Victorian coast line on the way
back to SA and others heading the most direct way home.

I gave myself a rest day in Jindabyne and then on Tuesday I
also headed for home with the ride back along the Alpine Way
at a slower and more sedate pace than the first time and made
it all the way from Jindabyne back to Melbourne in the one day
– absolutely knackered but with a great sense of achievement.
Total distance ridden was 3,253km over 10 days with the longest in one day 621km (Jindabyne to Melbourne). For the technically minded, my average fuel consumption was 23.87km per
litre – not bad with me and 20kg of luggage in panniers that
stuck out the side.

It looks like I will be doing that ride across the Nullarbor next
year and I have already been on the phone to Phil to start discussing a better type of panniers as my cheapies did not like
being close to the exhaust and have a slightly melted look.

Lesley Macdonald
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FASHION FOR GIRLS!!

Roadbike Chix is a new and exciting range of casual wear for ladies who love motorbikes,
no matter whether you ride or pillion.
This smart and stylish range of clothing was
created by a woman with a passion for
motorcycling, who wanted to promote the
sport amongst other women. Cindy DeLuca
began in April 2007 by founding the Dirtbike
Chix brand: a range of quality clothing and
merchandise for female dirt bike riders.
Cindy was inspired to create the Dirtbike Chix
brand by her desire to raise the profile of
female dirt bike riders and thereby encourage
other women to venture into what has long
been a male-dominated domain.
Now Cindy has introduced the Roadbike Chix brand to cater for girls who prefer the bitumen
to the dirt. Designed for chicks who love to ride, the range consists of classy casual clothing
that will make you stand out from the crowd.
“An increasing number of females are taking to the dirt and the road on two wheels and
loving it! - And why not? Its fun, it’s exciting and I’m proud to say I DO!” says Cindy.
If you’re proud to be a roadbike chick, and want to look really hot, Roadbike Chix is the
clothing for you!
Check out the great range of casual tops, cardigans and accessories in the collection at
www.roadbikechix.com.au. Or contact Cindy by email to info@roadbikechix.com.au, or on
(03)59623554.
Cindy is always keen to hear from fellow riders and would really welcome your feedback and
ideas. So if you have any suggestions for what you’d like to see in the collection, please get
in touch.

Cindy of Roadbike Chix has come on board as a new Website Sponsor.
As with all our sponsors, we encourage members to support them as they
support us.
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RIDE CALENDAR : APRIL/MAY/JUNE 2009
Please refer to the website for any last minute changes…… www.ulyssesmelb.com
EVERYONE WELCOME; Friends and family are most welcome to any ride or social event. All rides start at 10am sharp unless otherwise
stated - Don’t be late! For more information call the Ride Leader or our Ride Co-ordinator, John Cook on 03 9728 5769 or 0419 599
530.

Date

Destination

Depart

Rider Leader

Contact Details

Sunday 05.07.09

Eastern Beach - Geelong

Ardeer

John Cook

Sunday 12.07.09

Apollo Bay - NB EARLY START - 0900

Ardeer - 0900

Mike Stamos

03 9728 5769 or
0419 599 530
03 8788 4178 or
0417 388 634

Sunday 19.07.09

Inverloch

Lilydale

Eric Gunstone

0417 556 949

Sunday 26.07.09

Meeniyan—South Gippsland

Dandenong

Barry Fidler

0414 872 223

Sunday 02.08.09

TBA

Kalkallo

Jacinta Thomas

03 9324 6445 or
0411 269 869

Sunday 09.08.09

Robin Hood (Drouin Area)

Dandenong

John Taylor

03 9774 2948

Sunday 16.08.08

TBA

Sunday 23.08.09

Gippsland Mystery Tour?

Dandenong

Alf Dennemoser

03 8812 7700

Sunday 30.08.09

Maldon

Kalkallo

Peter McCrae

03 9444 8733

Sunday 06.09.09

TBA

Sunday 13.09.09

TBA

Sunday 20.09.09

Yea—Via Reefton Spur

Lilydale

Dave Chisma

9525 3565 or

Sunday 27.09.09

Bass

Dandenong

Greg Rees

0407 304901
0416 109 933

DEPARTURE POINTS
LILYDALE:

DANDENONG:

ARDEER:

BUNKER HILL:

Olinda Hotel, Maroondah
Highway. Left hand side out
-bound from Melbourne—
100 metres from rail crossing. Melway 38 E4

Mobile Service Station on
Princes Highway (next door
to the old Safeway/Maccas

Mobil Quix (McDonalds),
Western Ring Road. Left
hand side out-bound from
Melbourne. Melway 40 B5

Shell Service Station, Hume
Freeway. Donnybrook Road
intersection approximately 2
kms north of Craigieburn
Melway Page 8

Location, near the corner of
Doveton Avenue (and yes,
they do have a toilet!!)
Melway 91 B12
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SOCIAL CALENDAR : APRIL/MAY/JUNE 2008
ALL MEMBERS & FRIENDS WELCOME; our social nights are held on the first Friday (the Grandview Hotel) and the third
Friday (Tower Hotel) of each month from 6.30pm onwards. Have a drink, a coffee, a meal or just a chat! Saturday
mornings at the Tall Ship Café are a great chance to catch up with fellow members and friends. Any time after 9.00am
Date

Venue

Friday 3rd July 2009

The Grandview Hotel, Fairfield

Saturday 4th July 2009

Tall Ship Café, Port Melbourne

Saturday 11th July 2009

Tall Ship Café, Port Melbourne

Friday 17th July 2009

Tower Hotel, Hawthorn East

Saturday 18th July 2009

Tall Ship Café, Port Melbourne

Saturday 25th July 2009

Tall Ship Café, Port Melbourne

Saturday 1st August 2009

Tall Ship Café, Port Melbourne

Friday 7th August 2009

The Grandview Hotel, Fairfield

Saturday 8th August 2009

Tall Ship Café, Port Melbourne

Saturday 15th August 2009

Tall Ship Café, Port Melbourne

Friday 21st August 2009

Tower Hotel, Hawthorn East

Saturday 22nd August 2009

Tall Ship Café, Port Melbourne

Saturday 29th August 2009

Tall Ship Café, Port Melbourne

Friday 4th September 2009

The Grandview Hotel, Fairfield

Saturday 5th September 2009

Tall Ship Café, Port Melbourne

Saturday 12th September 2009

Tall Ship Café, Port Melbourne

Friday 18th September 2009

Tower Hotel, Hawthorn East

Saturday 19th September 2009

Tall Ship Café, Port Melbourne

Saturday 26th September 2009

Tall Ship Café, Port Melbourne

GRANDVIEW HOTEL

TOWER HOTEL

TALL SHIP CAFE

429 Heidelberg Road

686 Burwood Road

197 Bay Street

Fairfield

Hawthorn East

Port Melbourne

(cnr Heidelberg Rd & Station St

(cnr Burwood & Camberwell Rds)

Phone : 9882 2347

Phone : 9489 8061

Phone : 9646 5558
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RIDE LEADER: ANDREW KENNEDY
Although a member of the club for many years I have
not been on a ride for one reason or another for quite
some time.
All the stars aligned and a trip to Gippsland was in
order, so I checked tyres oil etc the night before and
gave the old girl a wipe down (yes the bike). I went to
bed in anticipation of an enjoyable day out although the
weather wasn’t going to be perfect in fact I might even
get wet.
Heading out towards Lilydale and saw some old codgers
and their bikes at Chirnside Shopping Centre-has
Ulysses changed their departure point I wondered?
However I thought the numbers seemed a bit low so I
pressed on to be greeted by John Cook and got
volunteered to do the write up before I barely had time
to get the helmet off.
We headed off down the Yarra Valley to Yarra Junction
–the boring bit- but soon I was enjoying the bends past
Powelltown, as we crested the ridge near Neerim there
was quite a bit of blue sky and the sun lit up the hills to
the west which were burnt, I assume from the Bunyip
fires.
We stopped for morning tea at Druoin and I thought I’d
better count the bikes I got to 18 and someone said a
bike was dropped at the servo and had a cracked
engine cover and oil leak so had to be left there and
another was dropped off the stand, . So I’m guessing
about 20 bikes would have left Lilydale unfortunately
not all to return that day.

5TH APRIL 2009

As we approached Boolara there was more evidence of
the recent fires with remains of buildings here and
there amongst the burnt vegetation. These were from
the fires the week before Black Saturday.
At Boolara we did eventually follow the sign to Mirboo
North, this was a road I remembered from years back
as windy, narrow and bumpy, and it still was this time
also wet as the drizzle had set in by now. Definitely a
road to be wary of. Some way along an approaching car
flashed their lights so the group I was with slowed, at
first I just saw a 4WD and horse trailer so I hoped he
had just broken down in a bad spot, a few seconds later
I saw what none us want to see, a BMW on its side and
the rider laying alongside. By this time he was already
being well attended to. Turns out it was Doug Shearer
(see website notice board ). Rather than add to the
congestion I continued to Mirboo North which was but a
few k’s away to meet up with the lead riders and wait to
hear any further news. It was a downcast bunch as we
stood by the road as the rain and wind , as Doug was
being well attended I grabbed a quick bite then headed
back down the highway to Melbourne.
Thanks to the leader for the interesting series of roads,
finding myself on unfamiliar roads and disoriented is
one of the benefits of a club ride.
As I write this I am aware Doug has recovered enough
to get a replacement BMW already while still nursing
broken ribs-that’s commitment to his obvious passion
for motorcycling!

Peter Londesborough
Blue Bandit

After catching up with a few members I hadn’t seen for
a while it was time to push on, there was a few drops of
rain at this stage so on with the wet weather gear, more
as a precaution at this stage, there was no doubt the
seasons had changed.
I thought I knew Gippland quite well but we were led
over some interesting back roads not many of which I
recognized, I kept seeing signs to Mirboo North, our
destination, but we went the opposite direction to the
sign mostly, no wonder I was getting disoriented!
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19TH APRIL 2009

Well the forecast indicated “drizzle in the morning and clearing”
and I had my doubts as to whether Kris and I could actually
make it for the ride because of commitment I had earlier that
morning. Happily all came together and we made it. It was
drizzling when we left Montrose just after 9.30 and the drizzle
had cleared off by the time we got to Lilydale in time to exchange a few lies and catch the briefing by Calvin.
It was good to see so many familiar faces – wouldn’t dare say old faces! There were 21 bikes
assembled ready for the ride and a 22nd made it just as we were ready to take off. Lesley
MacDonald volunteered to do tail end duties and I was subsequently most impressed with the
manner in which she and the scooter handled it all. Many thanks Lesley. New riders Holly
and Peter were made welcome and then we were off via Yarra Glen and Christmas Hills in
beautiful sunshine.
Once beyond Kangaroo Ground we had delightful tight and technical roads from Hurstbridge to
Arthurs Creek via Nutfield and then the road opened up through Whittlesea and Wandong to
Kilmore via Broadford. Through this latter area which had been burnt during the “Black Saturday” fires it was good to see lots of green fields as the area recovered but fire damaged trees
and destroyed homes were still quite apparent.
Morning tea saw a lot of people utilise the Kilmore tea house and bakery which looked quaint
and gave excellent service. We had brought morning coffee and food with us but succumbed
to the display of cakes and bought extra. It’s a good thing the Honda bus (ST 1300) can cope
with any load. We were joined at Kilmore by Eric and Jenny, who had fobbed off from the start
at Lilydale with the feeble excuse that they were still up at 2.00 am. They had promised Calvin
that they would be on the ride and therefore couldn’t miss the entire ride. I chatted to new
rider Holly who said that she had thoroughly enjoyed the ride but was suffering a bit of the
numbness syndrome and was going to head home with a promise that she would do the full
ride next time.
Calvin and Rae then led us north along the Northern Highway before turning east and taking us
along a lovely set of back roads before passing the old trestle bridge and we entered Pyalong.
By this time we were seeing roads and scenery I had never seen despite riding with the club for
well over 15 years. We then had some nice open sweepers through some relatively arid areas
with spectacular rock formations before entering more forested areas as we entered the Macedon Ranges Shire.
We then arrived in Kyneton where we were met by Maurie and many of us had lunch beside a
small park just off the main street. This allowed all of us to have a good chat. Peter indicated
that he had thoroughly enjoyed the ride and companionship. Eventually most prepared to
leave and headed off in small groups. Kris and I then popped into the hotel for a chat with
those who had dined there and they indicated that the meal was very good value.
The balance of the group then finally headed off towards home and most indicated that they
were heading straight down the highway. Kris and I turned off rather early and stopped in at a
lovely café at Lancefield for a coffee and cake to truly test the carrying capacity of the trusty
Honda and still managed to get home before dark after finally refuelling after 400 kilometres
so that the bike was ready for the next ride.
Calvin – Many thanks for a great and well thought out ride with an excellent variety of roads
and scenery. Both stops with easy access to fuel, a variety of food options and conveniences
were well thought out.
Raymond Herd
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26TH APRIL 2009

Ride leader: John Cook

Well, the forecast was simply terrible, but as the ride leader I had to attend the
Dandenong start point anyway. I considered getting into the Toyota and pinning a
yellow vest to the back of that, but it was actually dry when I left home so I fired
the Honda up and made my way to Dandenong. I was semi hoping that no one
else would be foolish enough to want to ride and that I could simply go home
again before the weather forecast was confirmed as accurate. Imagine my
surprise to be met by Raymond and Cevat and they were definitely ready to ride.
We discussed the route as the bureau had issued a strong wind warning with the
probability of falling tree branches etc and possible hail squalls etc. In other
words not the ideal day for riding though the tree lined roads of the Dandenong
Ranges.

Doug then rolled into the car park on a tiny scooter and we welcomed him on his
return from injury. Once we had had a chuckle about his mode of transport Doug
went back to the other service station and he returned on his newly acquired
K1200 GT and his partner Shanne was on her scooter.

Doug was still feeling the effects of bruising and rib damage and wisely decided not to
push his luck too far in view of the planned route and weather conditions.

That left Raymond, Cevat and me on 3 very different Hondas. An extensive ride
briefing was then conducted and there was much dispute over who would perform Tail
End Charlie duties and who would mark all the corners. We then made our way
through the Cardinia Shire over a variety of surprisingly clean, dry and smooth roads
with a minimum of branch and leaf litter to our
planned morning coffee stop at Gembrook. The wind
had started gusting quite a lot and the temperature
was only about 10 degrees but we were still dry.

After a further discussion and examination of the
weather closing in we continued along the planned
route until Nangana and then backtracked through
the hills to Montrose where we visited the bakery to
obtain lunch. Once safely ensconced indoors and
eating lunch we were able to watch the rain pour down and the clouds make the hills
disappear and reappear.
Raymond and Cevat then had to don wet weather gear and make their respective
ways home. The three of us had a terrific time and thoroughly enjoyed the ride.

John Cook
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A TOIL OF LOVE....
Relatively new member, Hans de Jong (member number 49544) has been busy lately doing
up his 1985 Yamaha XV1000, and adding some “all important extras”.

The sidecar now includes:
Refrigerated Coolbox, CD Player, PA System and an Air Compressor

On the handlebars, Hans has added:
Voltmeter, Amp. Meter, Temperature Gauge, Oil Pressure
Gauge, Digital Clock, Extra Battery, Airhorns and a 240V
system for overnight charging of the 2 batteries and the
coolbox)

Hans’ passenger certainly seems to approve of all the hard
the work!!
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3RD MAY 2009

Ride Leader: Keith Gibson

The first club ride I ever went on was a ride to Eildon. Bob Harris led that ride and apart from
nearly getting lost I made it in one piece.

This ride to Eildon started in Lilydale with 1,2,3,4 - oh there was a good turn up of
enthusiastic members and visitors. The weather was fantastic, with lovely autumn sunshine,
who could ask for more.
I rode tail which I enjoy. You feel like a shepherd rounding up the sheep.

We left Lilydale and went through Yarra Glen towards Healseville and up Chum Creek Road
to Toolangi. I'd only ever ridden this road on a pushbike, this was much easier. From there we
headed west to Kinglake and my first sighting of this bushfire ravaged area. Then on to
Kinglake West where we turned right and headed to Flowerdale. It's amazing to see these
areas destroyed by fire. How frightening it must have been for the people living there at the
time. But with the grass growing back and a lot of the trees sprouting green shoots again
normality looked like it was slowly coming back to the area.
From Flowerdale we rode on to Strath Creek and onto the King Parrot Creek Road to
Trawool, from there onto Yea for morning tea.

There was quite a diverse group of bikes with the usual assortment of sport tourers and some
visitors with Harleys and cruisers. It was good to see such a mixture, makes for quite a sight
coming down the road.

After morning tea we headed to Molesworth and turned right onto
the Whanregarwen Road to Alexandra. We travelled through and
onto the Skyline Road. (I must stop there one day and have a good
look at the view) to Eildon for lunch.

I really enjoyed the ride, I'd been on those roads before but this was
the first time I'd done them all at once. Thanks for the ride Keith I
had a great day.

Hank Tigges
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BOB MUNRO’S MOTHERS DAY MEANDER.....10TH MAY 2009
Mothers Day 2009 dawned
cloudy and cold, and after
approx 65km riding, my
fingers
were
freezing.
However, I had arrived at the
northern departure point, to
be greeted by Ride Leader
Bob Munro and some twelve
other riders, consisting of
the ’usual suspects’ (an
ever changing bunch), along
with
our
newest
and
youngest member Holly, and also Ron, returning to
riding with Melbourne branch.
Bob gave us the pre-ride briefing then outlined the route,
calling it a gentle ride finishing at Daylesford for lunch,
allowing plenty of time for those with afternoon motherrelated duties.
Then we were off! East through Donnybrook to
Woodstock, left to Merriang, where the straights
finished. Through Wallan to Darraweit Guim. Interesting
(or not) - this hamlet was named in 1851 by Mr Foot, a
surveyor with an appropriate name, and at one time had
a toll gate to the goldfields, off Old Broadmeadows
Road, which probably is now the Old Sydney Road.
Through Bolinda, left at Romsey, to Woodend, the
historic town built on profits from the gold rush, for
morning tea.
During the break, I was reliably told that Holly almost
made an offer on Andrew Kennedys Deauville – good
choice, that!
Imperious tooting on Bobs horn got us moving again,
through Tylden, Trentham East, Lyonville – with signage
‘Radio Springs’, not a locality, but advertising a new
b&b/hotel – nearly into Daylesford, but no – up to Mt
Franklin, Franklinford then through Shepherds Flat.

This area is known for the ‘Cricket Willow’
establishment, where you can see bats made ‘from bud
to bat’ using local willow, imported from the old country
in 1903. Crockett brand bats were used by many great
batsmen, including Warwick Armstrong, Lindsay Hassett
and Norman O’Neill. In 1999, a picturesque ‘village’ oval
was built, which hosts many cricket games, and also the
annual athletics meeting with the 100m Daylesford Gift.
Almost across the road is Lavandula, a Swiss/Italian
working farm with annual harvest and lavender
gathering festivals.
Onward through Hepburn Springs to Daylesford, where
we rode around the main commercial area for a bit,
looking for a suitable parking space. Once this was
found, tail rider Raymond Herd addressed us briefly,
emphasising the commitment and consideration
required of all riders, and particularly corner markers, so
everyone has a safe and relaxed ride.
Lunch was the end of the ride, and people all went their
own way home, in small groups (I don’t think anyone
went via Geelong or Ballarat, but anything was possible).
Thanks Bob for a great, well planned day, and also
Raymond tail marker and Martin Bastock for visual
coverage via the web page.

John Taylor.
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23RD AND 24TH MAY 2009

Article by Rhonda, Member # 37871 (Black GSXR 600 Suzuki)
Some years ago Neville Large said to me you should come on the Ice Run. After a couple of questions, I told
Neville he had rocks in his head riding over dangerous wet and icy roads. I remember saying something like
‘It’s not my cup of tea. I’ll never do that’. Little did I know.
Approx 6 weeks ago Neville said Skuta, Scott and he were doing the Ice Run. ‘You should do it too. You’d
really enjoy it.’ How short my memory was. I’d forgotten what I’d previously said and emailed John Cook that
afternoon.
That weekend the mountain received its first fall of winter snow. The following week was freezing and I
started to think that I’d miscalculated with the weather. My reasoning for doing the Ice Run was that the
weather hadn’t been cold or wet and I thought I would be lucky with a good weekend. Well, that’s what
happened. I had one of the best riding weekends ever.
I joined the group in Bairnsdale as they rode through town. I quickly tagged onto the front riders and then
remember that Nifty would be at the back of the group so I rode very slowly through to Bruthen where we
stopped for lunch.
I had ridden for years, but this was the first time I had ridden with such a large group of riders; approx 40
bikes. As I parked my bike and took my helmet off, I noticed another female rider parking her bike. It was
Sophie. I was wrapped to meet another female rider as I’ve often been the only female rider on group rides.
To my delight there were another 4 female riders.
Lunch at Bruthen gave me time to meet a few people before we started for Omeo. The road to Omeo was
one of the few I hadn’t ridden. It was an absolute delight to find a good road with a combination of sweeping
and tight corners at different elevations; and on such a beautiful riding day. It was a perfect day to quickly
find The Zone.
Zone The ability to have an absolutely fantastic riding day where everything is possible and nothing
goes wrong. For example, that scare of your life, where you’ve got too close to the edge or you’ve run wide
in front of a car or truck.
I arrived at Omeo very hot because of the layers of clothing
which I thought I needed because it was supposed to be
cold, but ever so thrilled that I had such a great ride. My only
mishap was my front blinker vibrating loose which I had to
tape up; otherwise I would have lost it as it was just hanging
by the blinker wire.
I really thought I would now be able to take it easy on the way
up to Mt Hotham as I’d blown the cobwebs out of my GSXR
600 and satisfied my Need for Speed.
Speed Oh how wrong I was. The road to Mt Hotham was even better than
the road from Omeo. I just couldn’t help myself. I had a ball and just went for it all
the way to the top of Mt Hotham car park where we stopped for a photo shoot.
The views from Mt Hotham to Harrietville were spectacular as I slowly made my way
down the mountain. I also took my time as the road was quiet wet in some corners
and I had a number of cars in front of me. Fortunately they pulled over whenever
they could and let me pass.
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As I arrived in Harrietville the road momentarily flattened before we turned up hill again to Mt Beauty onto
another beautiful winding road. Just before Mt Beauty there were two lookouts, again with spectacular
views of the valley below.
We stopped for fuel at Mt Beauty as this is supposed to
stop condensation in your tank on a cold night and a quick
stop at the supermarket to buy a few snacks and drinks for
dinner. Then onto our accommodation at Howmans Gap
which is a ski lodge approx 30 kms out of Mt Beauty and
about 15 kms before Falls Creek. The road to the Gap was
slightly tighter and windier than other roads we had ridden
on that day however at the end of the day it was a road to
be respected. I was getting quite tired, the sun was going
down and visibility was reducing. Fortunately everyone
made it to the Gap where we had a great evening talking
about our adventures and future rides including the Ice
Run next year.
I expected the next morning at Howmans Gap to be fog bound and cold. In fact, it was the complete
opposite; it was cool but no fog, no wind and a blue sky with sunshine. How lucky were we with the
weather. Virtually no snow at Mt Hotham, except a bit on the side of the road and
a cold chill in the air. Apparently, the best weather they have had for an Ice Run.
Leaving Howmans Gap we slowly road down to Mt Beauty. As I descended the
mountain and turned every corner I could see a string of bikes in front of me
taking the corners. It was a great sight to see with the sun streaming through the
trees. From Mt Beauty we rode onto Myrtleford over a beautiful little range which
had recently been burnt in the bush fires. It had been years since I had ridden
over the range and was disappointed to see the devastation but could see the
new shoots appearing on the gum trees; as I expect would be happening at King
Lake and other areas burnt in the fires.
Frequent fuel stops were made throughout the trip as quite a few riders had pillions and because of the
speeds some of the larger bikes were doing. When we all pulled into a service station it was an awesome
sight. Bikes of all shapes, sizes and colours, people milling about talking while they fuelled up, others
waiting to take off on the next leg of the trip and quite often, John in the middle making sure that everyone
was OK.
Oxley was the next scheduled stop for morning tea. As this was my first long ride in two years where there
were lots of beautiful twisty roads, I found myself in the position of, I had had enough. I was tired and
beginning to lose my concentration coming into corners. I’m no hero and decided to call it quits and rode
home via the freeway. Everyone else was going home via the planned route through Whitfield, Tolmie,
Mansfield and back to Melbourne.
My first Ice Run was a fantastic weekend where I met a number of people who are
out there living life, enjoying themselves and have plans to do lots more in their
lives. It was a pleasure to meet everyone and experience such a well organized
weekend. I look forward to catching up with you all in the further and thanks John;
simply a great weekend.

The Ice Run: ‘A Legendary Event’.
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GENERAL MOTORCYCLE MAINTENANCE TIPS
From the pen of "Captain Underpants in the Garage"
Continuing our series of articles for your elucidation and education from the Garage of
Captain Underpants.....

Motorcycle maintenance is more than doing maintenance on your motorcycle because you have to do it now or it is time to do it right
away. On going general maintenance will keep your motorcycle in great condition with little or no unpleasant surprises on the road.
Remember the tips listed below are just that, tips. In all cases, please please refer to your owners manuals for specifics.

Chain and sprockets, Shaft Drives, Belts
Tip: Lube your chain after each ride when the chain is warm so the oil can easily soak in and get into all the tight spots of the chain.
These items that is essential to the well being of your bike. If not well maintained you will end up spending a lot of money all too often to
have them replaced.

Chains: Lubricate them often with a commercial chain spray every time at the end of each ride). Spray liberally on the side of the chain
that comes into contact with the sprockets. Ensure that you spray both left and the right hand side of the chain. Position a piece of
newspaper so that you do not dirty the rear wheel rim as you spray. Use a second piece on the floor to catch any drips. Wait five or ten
minutes before you wipe all excess oil off the chain. This whole process is a lot easier if your motorbike has a centre stand. Spinning the
back tyre will ensure that the rest of the chain is lubricated when it comes into contact with the sprocket and pinion. This is a task that is
best done when you return home from your ride while the chain is still warm.
Bike chains are never taut but must be able to sag between 3/4" to 1 1/4" at the mid-point between the two sprockets. The sag is used
when the bike suspension moves up and down over uneven surfaces.

Shaft Drives: Even though shaft drives on motorcycles require little maintenance we would suggest replacing the shaft drive oil every
time you change the oil on your motorcycle. This will lead to a very long and happy life for the
shaft drive.

Belt Drives: As with shaft drives, belts do not require a lot of maintenance. Every time you
change the oil on your motorcycle check the belt tension and adjust if necessary. Make sure your
belt is always clean.
Battery
Tip: Check the fluid levels on each chamber. If any chamber is low, carefully top it up. Use only
distilled or deionized water, NOT tap water. Tap water has minerals in it that will not do the
battery any good.
The humble battery is a very common cause for motorcycle breakdowns! Unfortunately they are awkward to get to and therefore do not
get checked as often as they should.
A battery only requires a little monthly maintenance to perform perfectly. Keep the battery charged to 100%, recharging when the lights
dim, the starter sounds weak, or the battery hasn't been used in more than two weeks. Other than that, follow this simple check list
every month:
- Check the electrolyte level
- Top up only with distilled or deionized water, wear gloves and protective glasses. Top up in a well ventilated area, Beware of fumes.
- Keep the top free of grime
- Check cables, clamps, and case for obvious damage or loose connections
- Clean terminals and connectors as necessary
- Check inside for excessive sediment, sulfation
- Make sure the exhaust tube is free of kinks and clogs
- Replace caps firmly
- Finish up by testing the battery with either a hydrometer or voltmeter. To extend the service life of your
battery, make monthly battery maintenance part of your routine.
Use only distilled or deionized water, NOT tap water. Tap water has minerals in it that will not do the
battery any good.
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WEBMASTER ROLE

Expressions of Interest sought for Melbourne Webmaster Role
Our Webmaster – Raymond Herd has expressed his intention to “retire” from that position at the end of the year
after many years of sterling effort.

This is not a simple role that can be taken over in a day or two as it will involve building a completely new website.

Therefore we need to plan a transition to enable a smooth changeover and to continue effective
communication to members.
If any member is interested in taking on this role please contact the President or Secretary as soon as possible so that
arrangements can be made to have a smooth transition with assistance from Raymond.

UPCOMING RALLIES

GRANITE GNOME WINTER RALLY 2009 ~
FRIDAY 3RD JULY TO SUNDAY 5TH JULY 2009

GHOST TOWN RALLY ~ FRIDAY 11TH
SEPTEMBER TO SUNDAY 13TH SEPTEMBER

The Dalveen Sports Committee and
Community, together with members of the
Ulysses Club proudly present the 2nd Annual
Granite Gnome Winter at the DALVEEN
COMMUNITY SPORTS GROUND, between
Warwick and Stanthorpe, Qld

Copi Hollow via Menindee (2008 attendance was 320).

We're bringing back the old biker tradition of
freezing cold rallies, just like Iron Pot and The
Tinny Rally.
Rekindle the lost art of sitting around a roaring
fire, telling tall tales to your biker mates with a
cold beer or a warm port in hand, whilst enjoying
great tucker and friendly country hospitality.
All Proceeds donated to local charities/
community groups in Dalveen
(Bushfire Brigade, Meals on Wheels, etc, etc)
On Site Camping, Great Country Style
Food, Licensed Bar (beer,wine and port)
www.freewebs.com/granitegnome/ for details

Nominate early as there will only be 200
badges available.
Nomination: $30 includes camping Friday
& Saturday night only with badge.
Entertainment - Friday and Saturday
nights.
Camping available for everyone on
grassed area.
www.ulysses.org.au/branches/brokenhill/
rally.html for details
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BBQ RULES…..

We are about to enter the BBQ season. Therefore it is important to refresh your memory on the
etiquette of this sublime outdoor cooking activity when a man volunteers to do the BBQ the following
chain of events are put into motion:
Routine…
(1) The woman buys the food.
(2) The woman makes the salad, prepares the vegetables, and
makes dessert.
(3) The woman prepares the meat for cooking, places it on a tray
along with the necessary cooking utensils and sauces, and takes it
to the man who is lounging beside the grill - beer in hand.
(4) The woman remains outside the compulsory three meter
exclusion zone where the exuberance of testosterone and other
manly bonding activities can take place without the interference of
the woman.
Here comes the important part:
(5) THE MAN PLACES THE MEAT ON THE GRILL.
More routine...
(6) The woman goes inside to organise the plates and cutlery.
(7) The woman comes out to tell the man that the meat is looking great. He thanks her and asks if
she will bring another beer while he flips the meat .
Important again:
(8) THE MAN TAKES THE MEAT OFF THE GRILL AND HANDS IT TO THE WOMAN.
More routine…
(9) The woman prepares the plates, salad, bread, utensils, napkins, sauces, and brings them to the
table.
(10) After eating, the woman clears the table and does the dishes.
And most important of all:
(11) Everyone PRAISES the MAN and THANKS HIM for his cooking efforts.
(12) The man asks the woman how she enjoyed 'her night off.' And, upon
seeing her annoyed reaction, concludes that there's just no pleasing some
women.
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QUARTERMASTER’S STORE
Melbourne Branch T-Shirt - in our own distinctive orange & black!
Size

8

10

12

14

16

18

20

22

24

26

Chest cm

75

80

85

90

95

100

105

110

115

120

Garment

105

110

115

120

125

135

140

145

150

155

There may be a delay in receiving your order as we must purchase a minimum quantity of 20 from the
manufacturers. You will be notified when your order is ready. All orders must be accompanied by payment in full.

MELBOURNE BRANCH LOGO MERCHANDISE:

Size

Quantity

Name Badge

Unit Price

Total $

$10.00

Shirt - No Pocket

Size:

$35.00

Shirt - With Pocket

Size:

$38.00

Melbourne Branch embroidered patch 70mm

$7.50

ULYSSES LOGO MERCHANDISE:
Denim patch - 300mm x 300mm - Blue

$4.50

Embroidered patch 70mm

$4.00

Badges - Senior (50+) Gold

$5.00

- Junior (40+) Silver

$5.00

Bike Badge—Gold

$13.50

T-shirt long sleeve Black with large/small logo

Size:

$18.00

T-shirt short sleeve Black with large/small logo Size:

$16.00

Leather Belt - Black / Brown

$25.00

Size:

Pewter Belt Buckle - Small

$17.00

Pewter Belt Buckle - Large

$18.50

Keyring

$4.00

Chrome Motorcycle Number Plate Frame

$9.00

Braces

$25.00

Windscreen sticker (inside)

$4.00

Windscreen sticker (outside)

$4.00

Reflective sticker
TOTAL ORDER

$1.50

Please make cheques payable to : Ulysses Club Melbourne Branch and mail your order & payment to:
Greg Rees, PO Box 3045 Auburn Vic 3122

Name (for delivery)…………………………………………………………………………………………...…...Phone:…………………………………………
Address:…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Name/s to appear on name badge:………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...

THE COMMITTEE
PRESIDENT: HANK TIGGES

COMMITTEE MEMBER : MARY APPS

Phone:
Email:

Phone:
Email:

0411 449 171
president@ulyssesmelb.com

03 9889 5279
maryapps@ulyssesmelb.com

SECRETARY : JACINTA THOMAS

COMMITTEE MEMBER : DAVID APPS

Phone:
Email:

Phone:
Email:

03 9324 6445 or 0411 359 998
secretary@ulyssesmelb.com

0417 688 863
davidapps@ulyssesmelb.com

TREASURER : MARGARET TAYLOR

COMMITTEE MEMBER : CALVIN DE PIAZZA

Phone:
Email:

Phone:
Email:

03 9774 2948 or 0432 683 540
treasurer@ulyssesmelb.com

QUARTERMASTER : GREG REES
Phone:
Email:

0416 109 933
quartermaster@ulyssesmelb.com

RIDE CO-ORDINATOR : JOHN COOK
Phone:
Email:

03 9728 5769 or 0419 599 530
ridecoordinator@ulyssesmelb.com

SPARE TYRE EDITOR: DEBORAH JASPER
Phone:
Email:

03 9395 9879 or 0417 959 941
sparetyreeditor@ulyssesmelb.com

COMMITTEE MEMBER:PERRY STEPHENS
Phone:
Email:

03 9458 3053 or 0412 437 899
perrystephens@ulyssesmelb.com

03 9859 7825
calvindepiazza@ulyssesmelb.com

COMMITTEE MEMBER : JOHN TAYLOR
Phone:
Email:

03 9744 2948
johntaylor@ulyssesmelb.com

COMMITTEE MEMBER : MICHAEL STAMOS
Phone:
Email:

03 8788 4178
mikestamos@ulyssesmelb.com

COMMITTEE MEMBER : MAURIE THIRKELL
Phone:

03 9354 7145

WEBMASTER : RAYMOND HERD
Phone:
Email:

03 9873 3010
webmaster@ulyssesmelb.com

For contributions to the Spare Tyre, please contact Deborah Jasper on 0417 959 941
Got a funny story?? Something interesting you would like to share??
Something you want to advertise?? Please send it in.
Deborah Jasper—Spare Tyre Editor
104 Foxwood Drive, Point Cook Vic 3030
or email: sparetyreeditor@ulyssesmelb.com

